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$25,000
SUCCESS
FACTOR
THAT NEVER FAILS

• Moses used it 2,000 years ago
• Millionaires and Billionaires use it
• The most successful people of
the past and present use it
• Guaranteed to work for you too...
... if you use it!

Ivan Zitek
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“ When you sell a man a book you don’t sell him
just twelve ounces of paper and ink and glue –
you sell him a whole new life.”
- Christopher Morlery

“I will put my law in their minds and
write it on their hearts”.
- Jeremiah 31:33

Ivan Zitek
98 Twin Willow Crescent
Brampton, Ontario
Canada L7A 1K2
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FOREWORD
For thousands of years the power of written words
have changed people’s lives and our civilization
forever. Many of the most successful and wealthiest
people who ever lived from the past and present
have used , are using and will be using in the future,
the amazing power of written words.
Many were poor, homeless, and hopeless when
they started to apply the power of $25,000 Success
Factor That Never Fails. Then a miracle
happened and their lives were changed forever.
It was written in the Bible two thousand years
ago... that Moses used the power of the written
word while leading his people from slavery in Egypt.
“At the Lord’s direction Moses kept
a written record of their progress.”
Numbers 33:2
Here are some of the well known and most
successful people who credit the power of the written
word, $25,000 Success Factor That Never Fails.
Leonardo da Vinci, Benjamin Franklin, Andrew
Carnegie, Napoleon Hill, Clement Stone, Earl
Nightingdale, Charles Schwab, Og Mandino,
Jim Rohn, Frank Tibolt, Albert Einstein, Walt
Disney, Thomas Edison, Nikola Tesla, Mary Kay,
Bob Proctor, Ted Nicholas, Mark Haroldsen, Joe
Cossman, Melvin Powers, Jim Straw, Kody Bateman,
Jordan Adler, Matt Morris, Sylvester Stallone,
Arnold Swartzenegger, Mike Dillard, Michael R.
Ellison, Mark V. Hansen, Jack Canfield, Joe Karbo,
Robert Ringer, Richard Branson, Ted Leonisis, Jim
Carrey, Mike Litman, David Bach, Joe Vitale, Bruce
Barton, Sunil Tulsiani, Conrad Hillton - All of those
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amazingly successful people credit their success to
the incredible power of the written word - $25,000
Success Factor That Never Fails.
The greatest thing you can do is to follow them
and copy their success.
I am looking foreward to hearing from you, so I
can share your success story of how your life has
been changed by using $25,000 Success Factor
That Never Fails. Start using it and change your
life forever.
Ivan Zitek

Write it Down
The palest ink is stronger than the sharpest memory.

Keep Moving
Iron rusts from disuse...Water loses its purity from
stagnation, even so does inaction sap the vigor of
the mind.
- Leonardo da Vinci
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$25,000 SUCCESS FACTOR THAT
NEVER FAILS
If you use this proven simple idea daily, It’s
guaranteed to work for you or anyone who decides
to use it!
A $25,000 LESSON . . . Timeless and Ageless
. . . For Everybody
Ivy Lee used to be a consultant in New York
City. His regular client were Rockefeller, Morgan,
Carnegie, the DuPonts and other big shots.
One day Charlie Schwab of the Bethlehem Steel
Co. asked Lee about his services. Lee outlined them
briefly with the statement, “With our services you’ll
know how to manage better.”
“HELL!” shouted Schwab. “I’m not managing as
well now as well I know how. What we need around
here is not more “knowing” but more “doing”… I’ll
gladly engage your services at any price.”
“You’re on”, answered Lee. “I can give you a
lesson in 20 minutes that will help you get more
done tomorrow.” “Ok”, agreed Schwab, “I have just
20 minutes before train time. What’s your idea?”
Lee pulled out a 3 x 5 filing card, handed it to
Schwab and told him, “Spend 10 minutes every
evening before retiring reviewing the day’s work.
Ask yourself, “What did I forget, neglect or foul up?
What specific steps can I take to prevent these foul
ups in the future.” What can I do to improve on
today’s work? Then spend 5 more minutes writing
on this card the six things you need most to get done
tomorrow.” That took 8 minutes. “Now”, said Lee,
“Put this card in your pocket and the first thing
tomorrow morning, look at them every hour on
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the hour until you’ve finished it. Then tackle No. 2
the same way. Then do No. 3. Do this until quitting
time.”
“Don’t be concerned if you’ve only finished two or
three, or even if you haven’t finished No. 1. You’ll
be working on the most important. The rest can
wait. If you can’t finish all with this method, you
cant with any other method either, and without this
method, you’d probably never even decide which are
most important.”
“Before making up your next day’s list, transfer
all your unfinished items to it. Spend the last 5
minutes every day making up a “must list” of the
next day’s most urgent tasks. After you’ve tried
this method, have your key employees try it. Test
it for as long as you like, and then send me a check
for what you think it’s worth.” Schwab sent Lee a
check for $25,000 saying:
“This innocent looking little lesson is the most
practical lesson I ever learned in all my life. It
motivated me to make a phone call that I had put off
for 9 months. That phone call brought me an order
for steel beams that netted me 2 million dollars. I
explained this humble session to all my executives.
That did more to make the Bethlehem Steel Co.
the world’s largest independent steel producer,
than all the meetings I held with my high-salaried
executives.
Schwab learned, like most great men learn, that
the simplest ideas are often the greatest in getting
results. This plain little lesson is so plain looking
and so plain sounding that many average people
won’t even try it. It’s so plain that its results are
almost unbelievable. But it has turned more little
shots into BIG SHOTS, that any “secret of success”,
or any high priced “Motivation Courses”. It tops
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all methods for turning “ordinary” fellows into
“extraordinary” producers.
If you think I’m claiming too much for this humble
little lesson, let’s look at what bigger and wiser men
have said about it.
Walter Chrysler said, “I’ve never started
producing until I engaged a taskmaster… a written
list of things to be done each day”.
Henry Ford said, “No executive is worthy of the
name unless he works to a written schedule”.
Henry Kaiser wouldn’t hire a senior executive
who didn’t have the HABIT of scheduling his tasks
in WRITING. Ditto Thomas Watson and Lord
Nightcliffe.
Both Dr. Charles and Dr. William Mayo of the
Mayo Clinic ended their day’s work with WRITTEN
lists for the next day’s work. Ditto Clifford Holland
of Holland Tunnel fame. Fred Ecker, president of
Metropolitan Life daily uses a pad which he heads,
to be done today”.
Thousands of other big men in business, industry,
banking, education, selling, and other fields, have
placed this method at the top of the list of ‘habits
that make for success’. You’ll find big producers
everywhere, probably in your own company, use
some adaptation of this method. For GETTING
THINGS DONE, it beats all the fancy, high
sounding, and high priced systems ever invented.
So let’s get your must list right away, while it’s on
your mind. It’ll only take 5 minutes, and it might
mark the turning point in your life as it did for so
many others. Since, in making success, the hardest
part is always the start, a thing begun is more than
half done. So you won’t have any excuse for putting
it off, I’m enclosing your first card. Tomorrow buy
yourself a dozen packs, a couple of hundred cards.
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Use one every day for the rest of your life. No, that’s
not so difficult. You’ll be surprised how quickly the
habit will grow into an interesting game… and the
MOST PROFITABLE GAME YOU’LL EVER PLAY.
Would you like to hire a dynamic, super-duper
assistant who never forgets to remind you, prod
you, spur you and nag you to GET YOUR TASKS
DONE? A silent advisor who will draw and drive
you day and night toward your chief goal in life?
If you have no goal in life, it’s later for you than
you think. Better get one. Without one, you might
continue to exist but life will pass you by. You can
hire this assistant for the price of a dozen packs of
3 x 5 file cards.
PAPER NEVER FORGETS
If you want a sure fire reminder, WRITE IT DOWN
ON PAPER.
If you want a manager to prod you out of your
laziness, WRITE IT DOWN ON PAPER.
If you want to find yourself and your right career,
WRITE IT DOWN ON PAPER.
If you want to solve a difficult problem, WRITE IT
DOWN ON PAPER.
If you need a new idea, WRITE IT DOWN ON
PAPER.
If you want to stick to a difficult task until you finish
it, WRITE IT DOWN ON PAPER.
If you want to quit a bad habit, WRITE IT DOWN
ON PAPER.
If you want to acquire a new habit or a new skill,
WRITE IT DOWN ON PAPER.
If you want to become successful and rich, WRITE
IT DOWN ON PAPER.
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Paul Bauer, a former student said, “Writing
down that statement about my goal changed my
whole life. Before I wrote it down, it was just ‘some
thoughts in my head’. Writing it down on paper 15
years ago changed it to something real, on fire, alive.
My previous 15 years of merely thinking about it,
was time wasted. Writing it down on paper was like
planting a seed in the ground. It grew. Believe me,
writing a thing down on paper works and HOW!
Writing a thing down on paper signals the
subconscious mind to work on it, to incubate, to
gestate, to create… to realize the thing… to turn a
wish into a fact.
Why not hire this dynamic, loyal helper, your
invisible, silent twin, as your 24-hour assistant? It
will triple your memory, double your PRACTICAL
intelligence, sustain your ambition and enthusiasm,
help speed you to achievement and success… MAKE
YOU RICH.
WHATEVER YOU WANT OUT OF LIFE,
WRITE IT DOWN ON PAPER.
Copyright @ 2011 by Ivan Zitek

A $25,000 Lesson...Timeless and Ageless...For
Everybody, is reprinted from the book
“A Touch of Greatness’” published by Ivan Zitek
www.ATouchOfGreatness.ca
Highly recommended reading.
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It Rained On My Dreams That Day
I was severely depressed. I was not going to do
anything drastic, but I was feeling lost and without
purpose. It was a drizzly winter night in Tempe,
Arizona. Over the years, I had read every self-help
book I could get my hands on and none of them
helped. That rainy night I was reflecting on my years
of struggle. I could not seem to get ahead financially.
Every personal relationship I was in seemed to end
in a disappointing breakup. Most of all, I’d had big
expectations for my life by the time I hit thirty, and
so far I was a complete failure. Nothing seemed to
be going right.
I threw on a sweatshirt and stepped out into
my backyard. It was overcast, cold, and wet. The
ground was soggy. I walked about a hundred yards
to the railroad tracks that cut across the back of
the property. I started walking along the tracks in
the rain, contemplating my life’s purpose. This was
not a positive environment for getting inspired.
The night was misty and grey. A wet, cold wind
was blowing in from the west cutting across my
path. I walked the tracks for about five miles as the
rain came down and the wind swirled between the
buildings and homes.
As I listened to my thoughts about why I could
not get my life together, I reflected on the self-help
books I had read over the years. Many of them
suggested that I write down my life dreams in a
journal. The most successful authors would say that
if you want to create something great in your life,
you must first write it down like an architect writes
out his plans to build a building. I had read this idea
many times over the years, but I had never done it.
The authors all said that by putting my dreams in
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writing, on paper, I would be asking the universe to
bring me those things that I desire. They suggested
I write my dreams in the present tense, as if they
had already happened. But for some reason I had
never done that exercise.
After getting home and drying off, I decided I
would finally apply some of this advice. The next
day I went to the store and bought a journal and a
felt-tip pen, and I headed for the airport. I worked
for an airline then, and I had flight benefits, so I
jumped on a small airplane to the Grand Canyon.
I had lived in Arizona for about five years and had
never visited the canyon. As I deplaned, I noticed
the air was fresh and cool. There were pine trees
everywhere. I jumped on a shuttle bus that dropped
me off in a small parking lot close to the rim of the
canyon. No postcard or photo could ever capture the
beauty of the Grand Canyon.
After embracing the breathtaking views, I decided
to walk out into the forest. I found a quiet place
under an old oak tree that stood about three miles
into the woods. I sat on the ground and leaned
back against the trunk of the tree. I grabbed my
new journal and pen and began to write the story
of my life as if it had already happened. I wrote in
the present tense, and I wrote vividly and clearly.
My descriptions were alive and vibrant. For the
next few hours, I set aside all my doubts, fears,
and apprehensions about what was possible. I
simply wrote from a place of complete honesty and
possibility. My descriptions included the people,
places, and things that are important to me. I wrote
about my personal life, my business life, my dreams
and desires. I described myself physically, mentally,
spiritually, and emotionally.
About two hours into my writing, the weather
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began to change. In Arizona, in the mountains, the
weather can change very rapidly. The wind began
to blow and the temperature dropped about twenty
degrees. All of a sudden some heavy gray cumulus
clouds formed over the top of the mountain where
I sat and the temperature dropped another ten
degrees. I realized that I should probably begin my
journey back because I sensed that it might start
raining. I was right. Within a few seconds it began
to rain. The rain was cold and the wind continued
to blow.
I did my best to hold my journal close to my body
to keep it dry, but the pages got soggy. I walked
quickly back toward the edge of the canyon as the
temperature dropped to about thirty-five degrees.
The rain turned into sleet just as I entered the
Bright Angel Lodge. I opened my journal. Some of
the ink had run down the damp pages.
The warmth from the fire burning in the huge
fireplace across the room was inviting and filled the
room. I sat down on some colourful cushions next to
the fire and continued to write the story of my life.
For the next few hours, I lost myself in my future
life, but as I wrote it, I began to live it in my mind
as if it had already happened. Later I would realize
that this was the most important moment on the
whole journey.
I got back on the plane and headed for Phoenix.
Just as the self-help gurus suggested, I placed my
journal next to my bed on my night stand, which
was two cinder blocks and a piece of wood. Every
night for the next year I would read one or two
pages from it. Each time I read, I got more and more
excited. I anxiously awaited my new life.
A year had gone by, and nothing from my journal
had come true. Not one thing. I felt duped! Once
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again, I had failed. What was wrong with me? I took
that little journal and threw it in a box in my closet
and forgot about it.
Seven years later…I smile at my girlfriend as we
continue to unload my new cabin furniture into the
living room of my dream home in the forest. My new
home is a beautiful log-sided mountain retreat with
a huge wraparound deck and cathedral ceilings. It
backs up to national forest land, and I have pine
trees growing up through the wooden decks. The
air is fresh hand clean. When a breeze blows, the
trees sound just like the ocean. The air is so clean
that when you breathe it almost hurts your lungs!
At night, the Milky Way looks like a streak of smoke
cutting across the sky. It’s pure haven.
As I am opening boxes, I notice a journal on top of
a pile of books. It was the journal that I had written
at the Grand Canyon seven years earlier. I opened
the journal, read the first two pages, and started to
cry. Everything in this journal had come true in my
life. I now had the home of my dreams. I was driving
the car of my dreams. I was physically fit and happy.
I had an amazing girlfriend who has become my
lifetime friend and I had a passive residual Beach
Money income of over $30,000 per month that
allowed me to travel the beaches of the world. I had
found my dream life.
I really don’t know why this works. I am not a
psychologist or metaphysicist. But I do know that
if you grab a pen and notebook and find a quiet,
inspiring place where you can write for a few hours,
you can do the exact same thing that I did and
continue to do each year of my life. Consider writing
the story of your future life in the present tense, as
if it had already happened. Set aside all your fears,
doubts, and apprehensions about what’s possible,
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and just write as if you were a child again, dreaming
from your heart. Write until you have your entire
life exactly how you want it. Then read one or two
pages a night for about a year and then throw it in
a box.
It Rained On My Dreams That Day,
reprinted with permission from Jordan Adler
author of “Beach Money.”
www.BeachMoney.com
Highly recommended reading.

Do It Now!
Do not wait; the time will never be “Just Right”.
Start where you stand, and work with whatever
tools you may have at your command, and better
tools will be found as you go along.
- Napoleon Hill, Author of Think and Grow Rich
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Next Time You Feel Like Quitting…
remember this story
At the age of 22 he failed in business.
At 23 he ran for state legislator and failed.
At 24 he failed in business again.
At 26 his sweetheart died – he was broken hearted.
At 27 he had a nervous breakdown.
He regained his health at 31 and ran for state elector.
At 34 he ran for Congress and was defeated.
At 39 he ran for Congress and was defeated again.
At 46 he ran for the Senate and was defeated.
He lost his race for Vice President at 47.
At 49 he ran for the Senate again and was defeated.
AT 51 he ran for and was elected to the office of
President of the United States of America (1860).
His name was Abraham Lincoln.

Keep Sowing!
Keep sowing your seed, for you never know which
will grow - perhaps it all will!
- Albert Einstein
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Today’s “MUST” List
1................................................................................
2. ..............................................................................
3. ..............................................................................
4. ..............................................................................
5. ..............................................................................
6. ..............................................................................
Spend 10 minutes every evening before retiring.
NO MATTER HOW TIRED YOU ARE, reviewing
the mistakes or foul-ups of the day. What did you
forget or foul-up? Think up a specific step to avoid
them in the future. Then spend the last five minutes
getting up a list of the most important tasks of
tomorrow. Carry it with you and read it every hour
to remind you, prod you, spur you, and nag you to
GET THOSE THINGS DONE.
Practice this exercise every day for 3 months and
you’ll have s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-d yourself to a BIGGER
SIZE. Practice it for a full year, and you’ll have
taken a l-o-n-g stride toward a GREAT new life.
Good luck and good wishes on your journey toward
that GREAT new life.
Copyright © 2011 by Ivan Zitek

You carry the energy that comes with the idea, write it down.
- Bruce Barton
Never begin the day until it is finished on paper
- Jim Rohn
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Mustard Seeds, Shovels, & Mountains
Write it down so you don’t forget. It’s something
you need to do. Unfortunately, all too many people
figure they don’t need to write it down, because “I
can remember that. After all, it is my goal, isn’t it?”
Maybe so, but as a member of Mensa—the society
for people with an IQ in the 99th percentile—I know
that that and $1 will usually get me a cup of coffee.
So, I write notes to myself every day. Some of the
notes are goals to accomplish, things to do, things I
need, and some are just quotes, comments, or ideas.
If you ever visit my office, you will find those little,
yellow stick-notes on my desk, on my calendar, on
my computer, or on my wall. Once I accomplish the
goals I have set for myself, did the things I needed
to do, got the things I needed to get, after I have reread the quotes and comments enough times that
they are embedded in my sub-conscious, and I have
moved the ideas to my ideas book, I discard those
notes.
So, no matter how smart you think you are, write
it down so you don’t forget.
All of the mind-stuff writers and motivational
gurus tell you that you should write down your goals
and re-read them every day, morning and evening.
That’s a very good idea, but I do it a bit differently.
I write it down five or six times each day!
Some years ago, I found that just re-reading what I
had written could too easily be interrupted by other
thoughts and , because my mind can only think one
thought at a time, my mind would succumb to those
thoughts.
By physically writing down my goals each
and every time I think about them, my mind is
preoccupied with only those thoughts relating to
15

those goals.
For instance, way back when (that’s a long time
ago), remembering what I had learned from Ed in
Cabbage Hollow, I wrote down my major goal so I
wouldn’t forget it. Then, I remembered that Ed also
told me to “forget about looking for answers. Learn
to ask the right questions. Just remember the words
of Rudyard Kipling...
“I keep six honest serving-men
(they taught me all I knew);
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.
Not and answer in the bunch. Just questions. If
you ask yourself the right questions, the answers
will come to you.”
So after writing down my major goal—”I will
get rich”—I began to ASK myself the questions to
which I needed answers. As those answers came to
me, I wrote them down, too. Most of the answers to
those questions changed as I matured in the pursuit
of my goals.
Two of the most important questions I asked
myself were:
Why do I want to get rich?
and
What will I do when I get rich?
The answers to those two questions changed often
until I finally settled upon a worthwhile reason to
get rich and what I proposed doing once I became
rich.
No matter what your goal may be, you must at
least answer those two questions: Why do you want
to achieve that goal? and What will you do when you
have accomplished that goal?
The reason you need to find answers for those two
questions is in order to give your goal a purpose—a
16

reason for which you want what you want. Without
a purpose, your goals will only be hollow wishes
and dreams. As I learned as a lad back in Cabbage
Hollow, your goal is “where you are going.” Why you
are going there and what you will do when you get
there completes the plan for your trip.
Once you have established your purpose for your
goal, which will change and have to be rewritten as
you mature in the pursuit of your goal, begin asking
yourself the other questions as defined by Rudyard
Kipling which, of course, will change and have to
be rewritten during your trip to your ultimate goal.
As you ask those questions, also determine and
write down what physical actions you will need to
do in order to find the answers.
I think I just heard someone say, “Didn’t you
forget something important? Don’t you have to
include an absolute certain date or time by which
you will reach your goal?”
Back when I was much, much younger, I followed
that advice from the mind-stuff gurus, too, but do
you know how demoralizing it can be to reach that
date and not see your goal achieved?
As an example, I once wrote down that I would
be a millionaire by my 25th birthday (I put in
the actual date). On my 25th birthday I was not
quite a millionaire, but I was well on my way so I
rationalized that I was achieving my goal and I was
just a little late. On a weekend shortly after my 25th
birthday, my business was burglarized. The burglars
had stolen all of my inventory and everything else of
any value. I had to start all over again.
From that day onward, I only set dates certain
for the accomplishment of physical action. In
other words, I would set a date certain by which
I would do a certain physical task necessary to
the achievement of my ultimate goal. Each time I
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completed the required physical task, I was one step
closer to achieving my goal.
How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time.
If you have the faith of a mustard seed, you can
move mountains...If you get a shovel and start
hauling the mountain away one shovel full at a time.
In order to write down my goals, purposes, and
the answers to the multitude of questions and any
changes to my answers, I kept a spiral notebook
entitled “Goals.” In that notebook there would be
entries that were crossed out and new entries made.
That notebook grew in size over the years.
No, I did not write down everything in my goals
notebook five or six times each day. I simply wrote
down my goal – “I will get rich” – which focused my
mind on all of the writings in my notebook.
I would, of course, re-read the entries in my goals
notebook frequently and updated the answers to my
questions as needed. I’m sure some of my teachers
thought I was a little nuts when they found that
goal written on so much of my school work. They
were sure I was nuts when I also wrote “I will have
a new Cadillac!” By keeping my goals notebook and
updating it, I kept my mind and actions focused on
the achievement of my goals.
Start your own goals notebook today. Keep it
updated as you seek the answers you need to achieve
your goals.
“Write It Down So You Don’t Forget”
reprinted with permission of J.F. (Jim) Straw from
his book “Mustard Seeds, Shovels, & Mountains.”
www.kallistipublishing.com
Highly recommended reading.
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Don’t Quit
When things go wrong, as the sometimes will,
when the road you’re trudging seems all uphill,
when the funds are low, and the debts are high,
and you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
when care is pressing you down a bit –
rest if you must, but don’t you quit.
Life is queer with its twists and turns,
as every one of us sometimes learns,
and many a failure turns about
when he might have won had he struck it out.
don’t give up though the pace seems slow –
you may succeed with another blow.
Often the goal is nearer than
it seems to a faint and faltering man;
often the struggler has given up
when he might have captured the victor’s cup;
and he learned too late when the night slipped down,
how close he was to the golden crown.
Success is failure turned inside out –
the silver tint of the clouds of doubt,
and you never can tell how close you are,
it may be near when it seems afar;
so stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit –
it’s when things seem worst that you mustn’t quit.
The Time Of Your Life
“The great dividing line between success and failure
can be expressed in five words:
– I did not have time.”
19

We Use It Or Lose It!
If you had a bank account that every morning
credited your account with $86,400.00, carried
over no balance, allowed no cash to remain in the
account, and at the end of the day, cancelled what
you failed to use – what would you do? Withdraw it
fast, correct?
Believe it or not, you do have this account and it
is called Time. Each morning it gives you 86,400
seconds. Whatever is not used is lost. There are no
balances to carry over to the next day; no overdrafts,
and all the records are burned when the day ends.
If you don‘t use the daily deposit the loss is all
yours. There are no returns – no drawing against
tomorrow. You live in the present on today’s deposit.
It is up to you to invest and use it wisely... or lose it
altogether!
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The Power of Habit
I am your constant companion. I am your greatest
helper or heaviest burden. I will push you onward
or drag you down to failure. I am completely at your
command. Half of these things you do might just as
well turn over to me and I will be able to do them
quickly and correctly.
I am easily managed – you must merely be firm
with me. Show me exactly how you want something
done and after a few lessons I will do it automatically.
I am the servant of all great men; and alas, of all
failures, as well Those who are great, I have made
great. Those who are failures, I have made failures.
I am not a machine, though I work with all the
precision of a machine plus the intelligence of a
man. You may run me for profit or run me for ruin
– it makes no difference to me.
Take me, train me, be firm with me, and I will
place the world at your feet. Be easy with me and I
will destroy you. WHO AM I? I AM HABIT!
Remember: Good habits, once established are just
as hard to break as a bad habits. - Robert Puller
Press On
Nothing in the world can take the place of
persistence. Talent will not; Nothing is more
common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius
will not; Unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.
Education will not; The world is full of educated
derelicts. Persistence and determination alone are
omnipotent.
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Motivation
The Golden Eagle
A man found an eagle’s egg and put it in the nest
of a backyard hen. The eaglet hatched with the
brood of chicks and grew up with them.
All his life the eagle did what the backyard
chickens did, thinking he was a backyard chicken,
He scratched the earth for worms and insects. He
clucked and cackles. And he would thrash his wings
and fly a few feet into the air.
Years passed and the eagle grew very old. One
day he saw a magnificent bird far above him in the
cloudless sky. It glided in graceful majesty among
the powerful wind currents, with scarcely a beat of
its strong golden wings.
The eagle looked up in awe. “Who’s that?” he
asked.
“That’s the eagle, the king of birds,” said his
neighbour. “He belongs to the sky. We belong to the
earth – we are chickens.”
So the eagle lived and died a chicken, for that’s
what he thought he was.
What are you? Chicken or Golden Eagle?
You are born to be able to fly with eagles and not
‘stick with chickens.” Now is the time to set yourself
free and soar...
Come Fly With Me...
JoinIvanNow@gmail.com
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Give Yourself Away
“The wise man,” said Lao-tzu, “does not lay up
treasure. The more he gives to others, the more he
has for his own.”
Have you ever seen a truly generous person who
was not genuinely happy? Have you ever seen a
miser who was not basically miserable?
Let me share with you one of the most joyous
hobbies any human being ever engage in. My hobby
is giving something away every day… something
tangible, so that I will be reminded to give away the
vastly more important tangibles: a smile, a word
of encouragement, a phone call or a letter to some
lonely person.
Every day I give something away. It may be a
book, or perhaps one of my maxims printed on
an attractive card. It may be a poster, a flower, a
poem, a plaque with a as inspirational message…
something that will enrich the life of the recipient.
At the beginning of the day I never know what
the gift will be. Nor do I know whom the recipient
will be. That’s one of the many exciting facets of my
hobby… knowing that before the day is done I will
have given something good and positive to a fellow
human being.
I may not be one of the wise men of whom the
great Lao-tzu wrote, but this I know: The more I
give to others, the more I have.
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Great Second Income!
Part-time or full-time...
This is your opportunity to partner with a proven
winner, “The Franchise Alternative”. This has
never been done before!
• Fully automated system.
• No selling.
• Solid 3-1/2 year old company.
• The hype is missing,. The longevity is proven.
• Ideal for overworked, overstressed professional
and small business person.
• Be mentored by our team member self-made
millionaire.
FREE information, get it here;
www.ivanzitek.com
This is the true power of income leverage
I’d rather have 1% of the efforts of 100 people than
100% of my own efforts.
- J. Paul Getty
Money
Money likes speed.			

- Joe Vitale

Money is God in action. - Raymond C. Baker
The best way to help the poor is to become rich
yourself!			
- Wallace D. Wattles
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Wanted
Are you sick and tired of your job?
Are you sick and tired of your boss?
Are you sick and tired of commuting?
Are you sick and tired of being broke?
If there is a better way to exit the rat race would
you take a serious look? If yes, contact me now at:
joinivannow@gmail.com
We All Need A Coach
If you want to go somewhere, it is best to find
someone who has already been there.
-Robert Kiyosaki
When you hear about a good thing - something
already working for the other fellow: Don’t delay, but
get in while you can. - John Rockefeller, Billionaire
Find an idea whose time has come, position
yourself in front of it, and be the first to tell the
world about it. 		
- Warren Buffett, Billionaire
Teamwork Works!
Again, I tell you that if two of you on earth agree
about anything you ask for, it will be done for you by
my Father in heaven. For where two or three come
together in My name, there I am with them.
- Matthew 18:49-20
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Need Extra Income?
I am looking for five serious people who are willing
to work “hard” 2-5 years and retire...
By now I hope you realize that working 40 years for
others will never give you freedom...
Only serious people please.
joinivannow@gmail.com
www.ivanzitek.com
My FREE Gift To You!
I don’t care what get rich gurus are telling you, you
will never get rich in your pocket unless you are rich
in your mind first!
www.atouchofgreatness.ca
The first 5 people who join my team will get this
amazing book, “A Touch of Greatness” as my gift.
This book has changed thousands of lives, it may do
the same for you.

Power of Giving
If ever there is a lack of any kind, whether it is need
for employment, or for money, or for guidance, or
even healing something is blocking the flow... and
the most effective remedy: GIVE!
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Free Seminar
Also available, one on one consultation with ...
Ivan Zitek, speaker, author, wellness coach... Want
to learn how to discover your true calling, your life
passion...
Galileo once said, “You can not teach a man
anything; you can only help him find it within
himself.” This is my life passion, helping others to
find that seed of greatness that God planted in each
one of us, just waiting for our discovery.
At the centre of your being, you have the answer;
you know who you are, and you know what you
want.					
- Lao-Tzu
A Touch of Greatness - 12 lesson self-help program
has helped thousands since 1940.
If you are interested in attending a FREE seminar
or one on one vocational workshop, and you want to
know more about cost and what program will cover,
you can check the website or email address shown
below;
www.atouchofgreatness.ca
JoinIvanNow@gmail.com
Do It Now
We should be taught not to wait for inspiration to
start a thing. Action always generates inspiration.
Inspiration seldom generates action.
-Frank Tibolt, Author of “A Touch of Greatness”
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CONTACTS

Power of Internet
Soon there will be only two types of business,
one online, and one out of business.
- Bill Gates
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NOTES

Friends
No man is a failure, who has friends.
- Ivan Zitek
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About the Author
Ivan Zitek is a multi-faceted individual. His field
of interests include: speaking, writing, and selfpublishing. He also works as a physical fitness
instructor, for busy business people and as a small
business consultant.
Ivan’s first self-published book entitles Super
Training System, was in his native Croatian
language and was published in 1973.
Ivan’s second book in English came about as a
result of a near-fatal car accident in 1974. His wife
was pregnant with their second child and he was
jobless and penniless. He got advice from others who
made money selling second-hand goods. Ivan hired
himself out as a handyman; cleaning other people’s
basements, attics, yards and selling the best of the
‘junk’ at his own garage sales. He supported his
family comfortably for over six months with garage
sales profits – becoming an expert on the topic.
Largely, although not entirely, because of his
garage sale book, Ivan has received considerable
media exposure being featured in many newspapers,
including two Toronto dailies: the Globe and Mail
and The Toronto Star. He had also a one-hour
interview on the popular CHCH TV Channel 11
“Cherington” Show in Hamilton. That very same
afternoon he was featured on a telephone “hook-up”
with the “Kate Young” Show on radio station CFPL
of London, Ontario. A few days later he appeared on
Toronto TV’s popular “Dini Petty” Show.
As a founder and president of Freedom Press,
Ivan is presently working on another book project
and also holds vocational workshops and one-onone small business consultations.
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Ivan Zitek and his friend Larry Scott,
first Mister Olympia
Contact the Publisher
If you want to contact the publisher for placing
ads for your business or service in our newsletter:
Friends Helping Friends Advisor™, contact the publisher for any additional questions, pricing, etc. at:
JoinIvanNow@gmail.com

The meaning of life is to find your gift, the purpose
of life is to give it away.
Have You Found Your Passion Yet?
If not, contact JoinIvanNow@gmail.com
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WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT
$25,000 SUCCESS FACTOR
THAT NEVER FAILS
“If you are looking to increase
profits, or productivity, then
you need to own a copy of “A
Touch of Greatness.” Jordan
Adler, self-made millionaire,
author of “Beach Money”
- www.BeachMoney.com
Claude Rigon, 67 years ‘young’,
says – “It is never too late
to become the best you can
be. It is a matter of habit and
discipline and to have both, I
highly recommend for everyone
to use daily, $25,000 Success
Factor That Never Fails - that
was my secret.
‘You need to get this old self help
book. The lessons in this book
are just priceless. My favorite is
$25,000 Lesson - this amazing,
simple, proven success lesson
will never fail you if you use it
daily - I am living proof of that,
as I went from being a cop, to
becoming a real estate millionaire.”
Check out my story by reading my eBook entitled:
“Cash Cow Properties” or go to my site at:
www.PrivateInvestmentClub.ca/ccp [see page 5 & 15]
Sunil Tulsiani
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